Consortium of Latin American Studies Programs (CLASP)

Américas Award
for
Children's and Young Adult Literature

In 1993, the national Consortium of Latin American Studies Programs (CLASP) initiated a yearly children's and young adult book award with a commended list of titles. Beginning in 1995, a new category of “Honorable Mention” was added, to properly recognize the books that contended as finalists for the award.

The award is given in recognition of a U.S. work (picture books, poetry, fiction, folklore) published in the previous year in English or Spanish which authentically and engagingly presents the experience of individuals in Latin America or the Caribbean, or of Latinos in the United States.* By combining both and linking the Americas, the award reaches beyond geographic borders, as well as multicultural-international boundaries, focusing instead upon cultural heritages within the hemisphere.

The award winner and the other commended books were selected for their quality of story, cultural authenticity/sensitivity, and potential for classroom use.

1994 AMERICAS BOOK AWARD WINNER


Tantie is the matriarchal griot (storyteller) who keeps the family history vibrantly alive by telling the children stories of the old times. Tantie passed on her bamboo beads to Amber, her niece, and is showing her how to find stories anywhere. This remarkable collection of African-Caribbean folktale reincarnates the best of the African griotary tradition through the Caribbean vernacular of the Island of Trinidad. The characters are real, down-to-earth folk who take on legendary proportions as the magic of the stories unravels. Lynn Joseph's luscious prose invites the audience into a new world with the warm and enticing embrace of Tantie's tales. Donna Perrone's black and white illustrations, like dreamy apparitions, allow the reader to glimpse into this magical world.

Alejandro plants a garden to help pass the lonely hours in the desert. Through his garden he encounters desert companions and provides them with the gift of water. An engaging and thoughtful story, with sensitive, detailed illustrations. Information is provided on animals of the southwestern desert.


In this bilingual story, a young boy makes a kite that mysteriously restores a long-missing bell to the town church. Nicely fanciful, with imaginative fabric illustrations, the book draws upon daily life in small towns. A sense of community is evident, and most especially the power of hopes and dreams.


The mestizo son of a lost Spanish conquistador joins his godfather on a voyage to Panama where the godfather will take up a royal appointment. Full of drama and action, the story provides commentary on the impact of the Spanish presence in the New World, explores indigenous cultures, and highlights the role of chroniclers during the sixteenth century. Indigenous cultures are strikingly explored.


Billy, a sixteen-year old boy, tries to sort out his identity after reuniting with the family from which he was kidnapped by his natural father six years earlier. This intriguing story offers a strong male protagonist and explores issues of family and self discovery.


In this bilingual cumulative folktale from Cuba, a chain of events results in the cleaning of a rooster's beak in time for his uncle's wedding. The setting of the illustrations is Little Havana in Miami (note the birds playing dominoes). The book provides extensive and welcome author and illustrator comments; the narrative should be fun for out-loud activities.

With lively illustrations, Lessac presents an alphabet of images from the Caribbean (hibiscus, mangoes, reggae). The illustrations and vocabulary encourage a sense of place, and there is plenty to look for on each scenic page. The selections combine known and perhaps unfamiliar words (with a glossary), the latter specific to the Caribbean.


Growing up Latino in America means speaking two languages, living two lives, learning the rules of two cultures. This book celebrates the tones, rhythms, sounds and experiences of that double life.


When Francisco, a young Mexican-American boy, tries to help his grandfather find work, he discovers that even though the old man cannot speak English, he has something even more valuable to teach Francisco. This is a story about grace, honor and hard work, and about the informal economy, language differences, and family.


A fine collection of songs with Spanish lyrics, English translation, and background on the song's origin and description of related games (so children can actually do the appropriate gestures or games). Rich in color and life, the illustrations are marvelous, culturally full of artifacts, diverse faces, and beautiful borders.


Combining history and her own memories, the author takes readers on a culinary journey to the Caribbean (especially Cuba) at Christmas time. The book combines history with memory, and food as it connects people in Miami and in the Caribbean. Emphasis is placed upon family and the sharing of traditions. Recipes are incorporated throughout.

The author, who was born in Colombia, collected these lullabies, tongue twisters and riddles from South America, to share after her grandchild was born. The collection is noteworthy for its efforts to include English versions which become wholly different but often play just as strongly in translation.


Ober retells a Mexican legend in which the sky god and the wind god bring music from Sun's house to the earth. Vibrant illustrations accompany the story, as do author and illustrators' notes.


An African sea goddess, Iemanjá, brings the gift of night to the land of daylight, thus permitting rest under Brazil's hot sun. Author's note discusses the African Diaspora in Brazil, and the religion of Candomblé.


When Consuelo saves the hummingbirds' lives, they, in return, show her how to save her family from the drought. Between the color, folk art illustrations and the woven straw figures, the illustration manages to convey two angles on the story with every turn of the page. Rural life and Day of the Dead is presented (an author's note is also included).


This collection of traditional verses from the Caribbean, originally published in Walter Jekyll's Jamaican Song and Story in 1907, should be commended for being introduced to a young, contemporary audience. Illustrations are phenomenal—bright, swirling, full of detail. It is a book to work with, adult and child together, because of dialect and music potential.


In this sequel to Among the Volcanoes, Isabel, a newly married sixteen-year-old who lives in a traditional Mayan village, is invited to join a government-run teacher training program, and is thrown into the turbulent reality of contemporary Guatemala. The author, born in Guatemala, offers an enthralling, well-written story, which presents extensive information on Mayan culture.
and the social and political climate of Guatemala.


This "I Can Read Book" offers nice diversity for the new reader. The author and illustrator are both from Puerto Rico; the illustrations, with their bright color, simple shapes and folk art fit well with the lighthearted foolishness of the stories. Good forewords from the author and illustrator are provided. The stories capture elements of rural life and community.


When Lucida is unable to finish her gift for the baby Jesus in time for the Christmas procession, a miracle enables her to offer the beautiful flower we now call the poinsettia. Also available in Spanish, the story emphasizes family, community and tradition.


Teresa, the young daughter of Mexican-American migrant workers, keeps memories of her grandmother and Mexico alive in her heart. A feeling of place or rather a lack of place is evident; the focus is on extended family and community. Luminous illustrations combine with Teresa's dreams which are childlike and appealing.


This collection of poetry portraying one child's life in the Caribbean offers plentiful cultural capsules: carrying Sunday shoes to church, buying on credit at the local store, roadside sellers, etc. The focus is on festivals and daily life, including the life of extended family. The author was born and grew up in Jamaica; the illustrator lived in the Caribbean for several years. Folk art paintings also provide lots of cultural content.


Eight-year old Kirsey Rodriguez calls two places home: New York City and Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic. She has the opportunity to travel back and forth regularly, visiting friends and extended family on the island. Happy not to choose one place over the other, she lives and enjoys what her different cultures have to offer.

In text and black-and-white photographs, this book relates the experiences of eleven-year old Carolina who emigrated from the Dominican Republic at age seven, and describes the two worlds in which she lives, trying to preserve her heritage.


Each year on his birthday, a young Mexican-American boy looks forward to seeing how his grandfather has decorated the tree he planted on the day the boy was adopted. Striking features include fun, papercut illustrations and a lovely extended family relationship. Best of all, it's a story about how one person can help another person feel special.


With text in English and Spanish, this classic of Spanish literature presents a picture of life in the town of Moguer, in Andalusia, as seen through the eyes of a wandering poet and his faithful donkey. Selections are well chosen and lyrical; this book joins the commended list, in part, because of its role in the early education of many Latin Americans.


Finding a seriously hurt dolphin in the Amazon near her small Colombian village and suspecting her stepfather of having wounded it, Carmenza nurses the dolphin back to health and turns to the wise Omar to appease its spirit. River life is well described; additional elements include cultural conflict and rainforest/land concerns. Most notably, an indigenous world view is both accepted and recognized.


Preferring to dream away the days on his Caribbean island, little Junjun tries saying magic words to get his chores done. This original and fun story references the origins of the title phrase (nonsense words with perhaps Creole influences on West African language), and includes cultural elements of food, daily life and family. The theme is something a child of any age could relate to (getting out of chores!). The author lives in St. Thomas. Bright, tropical torn paper collages make up the illustrations.

**THE RED COMB** by Fernando Picó. Illustrated by María Antonia Ordeñez. (Originally published in Spanish by Ediciones Huracán, Puerto Rico and Ediciones Ekarí, Venezuela)
Set in 19th century Puerto Rico, a young girl, together with an elderly neighborhood, work to help a runaway slave. This welcome translation which keeps the original illustrations is based upon historical events. Themes include slavery, community, and the roles of women.


While preparing a book which highlights the people and traditions of the diverse culture of Albuquerque, seventh-graders discover interesting things about their city and families. A charming book, in terms of content, as well as the physical production. A strong sense of place is established through the exploration of different past and present cultural influences.


The story details how the Aztecs established an empire in Mexico and what happened when they, led by Montezuma, encountered Cortés and the Spanish in the early sixteenth century. Illustrations are in the style of Aztec codices, and the book includes an introductory note about codices as narratives, and additional information on the Aztecs and Cortés. The author/artist works extensively in San Miguel de Allende.


Individual stories of the vendors enliven this story of the community and activity of a Saturday market in Mexico. The author has traveled extensively in Mexico; the illustrator is from the Dominican Republic. Also includes a glossary of Spanish words.


In this lively Zapotec story with equally lively southwestern style illustrations (and an informative author's note), Rabbit outwits Coyote, which explains why coyotes howl at the moon. With mischevous humor, this makes for good reading in combination with other trickster tales.


After selling oranges in the market, a Haitian mother and daughter have enough money to ride the tap-tap, a truck that picks up passengers and lets them off when they bang on the side of the vehicle. An engaging story in which the market and the tap-tap ride are quite vivid; also striking is the strong mother-daughter relationship. Watercolor illustrations beautifully blend

With the help of Great-Grandmother Earth, Watakame survives a great flood and begins a new life. The story includes an author's note about the Huichol of western Mexico and the present day festival and its celebration of cultural beliefs.


In this universal story with strikingly simply artwork, Tukama is captured by a two-headed giant, and uses his flute to escape. Also included is a note about this particular retelling, its source, and the cultural elements within. The author lives in St. Thomas; the illustrator is of Haitian background.


Photographs, poems and interviews with nine children reveal the hardships and hopes of Mexican American migrant farm workers and their families. These testimonies present the diversity of migrant family situations. Other topics include gangs, inter-Mexican racism, teen pregnancy, graduating high school; all ages of children and young adults are included.


These autobiographical stories about growing up as the son of Mexican immigrants in California include the parents'stories of growing up at the time of the Mexican Revolution. First-hand accounts, in English, of this place and time period, especially for young adults, are rare. The author emphasizes family and cultural heritage, and positive messages of individual strength, confidence and uniqueness throughout.


Always remembering how the monkeys in her Costa Rican village disappeared when all the trees were cut down, Marta grows up, plants more trees, and sees the monkeys come back. Original illustrations combine with a simple story about the enormous changes caused by deforestation, and the role of a single individual in bringing about change. The author spent a year in Costa Rica and currently lives in Guatemala.

WHERE THE FLAME TREES BLOOM by Alma Flor Ada. Illustrated by Antonio
The author shares stories of her childhood in Cuba. With those memories are conveyed a strong sense of daily life, extended family, and the rural setting.
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